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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyses the negation and burial of human existence in America through the character Ryan 

Perry. The heart transplantation of  Ryan Perry was the main reason for his absurd feelings which  rose 

in his mind. An attempt has been made to probe into the text and explores the protagonist Ryan Perry’s 

mental sufferings. This paper deals with the absurd nature of Ryan Perry and his lack of sense in making 

his decisions. His life seems meaningless when he is in search of a person who is falsely believed to have 

poisoned the protagonist and it make him absurd. An individual can only make sense and meaning in life. 

Keywords:  Fear, Confusion, Absurd. 

Absurdity is of unreasonable, making meaning of life and the human inability to find any, thinkers of the 

day turned to such ideologies as existentialism, which goes very comfortably hand-in-hand with 

absurdity. Dean Koontz in his novel Your Heart Belongs to Me reveals strange things that happen in Ryan 

Perry‟s life. He makes no sense and has no meaning or ultimate purpose. But only human beings need it 

to make sense, to have meaning and purpose. Ryan Perry has lost his conscious because of his heart 

disease. He thinks of someone who has poisoned him. He has a good sense of absurdity. Until the heart 

transplant, he suffers like he is lost in this world and nothing is there for him. He has meaningless 

thoughts on those days 

Ryan Perry does not know that something in him is broken. But at thirty-four, he appears to be more 

physically fit than he has been at twenty-four. Ryan feels the pain again in his chest, and so he counsels 

himself to be calm. He remains still as it is an anxiety attack. Fear makes no sense in Ryan‟s life from 

childhood itself. But he knows it makes meaning in him. Darkness covers him. He tries to be normal. But 

the pressure makes him down. It makes him feel that he has swallowed something and now the pain in the 

chest has reached his throat in which, 

Ryan Perry strongly holds that someone has intentionally poisoned him. He believes like a fool and it 

reveals the foolishness of a well-educated and well-to-do man like Ryan. Ryan suffers from a heart 

disease but he suspects that it gets into him by poison. He enquires the background of the family of 
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Samantha to Wilson Mott and he does not want to go directly and collect details from them. Without the 

knowledge of Samantha he should get everything about her family. By the way, he wants all the details 

about Samantha‟s mother and about her twin sister. This gives an absurd feeling in the mind of the 

readers. But when we think about it  in deep it shows the pain of  Ryan in the act of existence. 

Ryan decides to call Wilson Mott and asks him not to take further steps to take details about the family 

background. 

Disconcerted if not embarrassed to be so enthralled by fear, he considered calling Wilson 

Mott to cancel the background workup on Rebecca Reach. 

But Forry Stafford had raised the possibility of poisoning. If that was a potential cause of 

Ryan‟s condition, prudence required him to consider it. (49) 

He fears if Samantha knows it, she may feel bad about it. So, he wants to stop the action taken by him. He 

is always a thinker. Rather he can go to Las Vegas to know the truth of the threat that someone has 

poisoned him. If he knows the things happening around him, he can survive freely for that sake. But he is 

simply initiating others to enquire for him for his sake.  

Once there is a wealthy man who goes abroad leaving his home town. He asks his contractor to build a 

fine home for him because he trusts him. He even gave him the plan how to build according to the plan 

given by him with best materials and he tells him to ask for money after finishing the work and promise 

him that he will pay him by cheque, after he leaves, the contractor has soon dishonestly regretted. While 

the wealthy man returns and inspects the constructed home, he tells him he has done the things perfectly 

as he has told him and also praises him that he has used. the best of everything in the construction. Now 

for the sake of his honesty towards the wealthy man throughout those years, he cherishes him by 

presenting the new home for the contractor. Likewise, only Ryan‟s idea of changing the doctor without 

the knowledge of Samantha suffers him a lot. It is only because he wants the best doctor and finding 

another one will change his life. But on contrary, nothing has happened like what he thinks. It actually 

only a bad thing happened is lead to an action of crime. A twenty-eight-year-old woman‟s heart has been 

arranged for the heart transplant of Ryan by killing the woman. It comes to his knowledge only. Later, he 

feels guilty for what he has done. Like the contractor who feels if he had obeyed the wealthy man, he 

would have been happy now with his own house, Ryan also would have been happy if he had accepted 

the treatment of the doctor suggested by Samantha. 

Ryan makes himself foolish that he pretends to be in Denver on business. So that he thinks that he can 

avoid Samantha until he recovers from the heart disease. He shuns doing everything related to Samantha. 

He shares limited matters with her. He imagines hearing about his own death at the age of thirty-four. 

Even though it is a negative act he should develop hope through his actions. Now he does not want 

anyone to be sympathic towards him so that he can avoid sharing his serious heart problem to someone 
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who converses innocently to him. Ryan wants Samantha to remember him as a good man even he is not 

so. He wants her to be remembered in the way after his death. Anyway, he has to reveal everything to 

Samantha. Only when he lets it out, he feels that   it makes sense about the heart transplant. When he 

shares it, tears roll down from his eyes and Samantha finds that, delivering the news is very hard to him. 

And after hearing, it ruins her and thinks of her meaningless life. They both talk about the transplant. He 

also convinces her that it is easy to get a heart for his blood type. But there are plenty of people who are 

waiting for the heart transplant. His talk does not make any sense and he has to wait in queue in order to 

get his heart transplanted. Ryan strengthens his confidence in him and tells Samantha confidently that 

there will be a donor for him and he will get the heart.  

Ryan tells Samantha about Dr. Dougal Hobb, and she asks him the reason for his decision. He says that 

he is one of the well-known and famous cardiologists, and thus it is safe for him. It is refreshing for him 

to choose Dr. Hobb. Samantha is confused and she is in disgust, and is afraid of thinking that Ryan was 

going in a wrong path by taking his own life in his hands. She wants to question about it to him, but Ryan 

changes the topic and starts to talk about other things, and he wants to continue dinner. His decision to 

take his own life in his hand seems to be absurd. Samantha has suggested the name Dr. Hobb 

Now he tries to give confidence to Samantha that Dougal Hobb is better than them and he searches the 

complete background of him. He wants to be sure in it that he should be in the best possible hands in the 

final stage of his decision. Everything seems to be unlikely to Samantha that she cannot accept Dr. Hobb. 

Both are certificating their own wishes of their trusted doctors. Samantha is hanging to the old ones Dr. 

Forry and Dr. Gupta, but now Ryan trusts Dr. Hobb. After that, Samantha has been disapproved of the 

decision by Ryan, and so he has fixed the appointment with Dr. Dougal Hobb. Two days before on seeing 

Sam, he thinks of cancelling it. But later he suffers from breathing problem. So that he thinks of having a 

conversation with Dr. Hobb who will make him feel relaxed.  

Without the knowledge of Samantha, Ryan has reached Dr. Dougal Hobb for help. He proceeds 

everything with him for his bright future. After hearing that Dr. Hobb has arranged for a heart transplant, 

Ryan is very much happy and mails Samantha saying the he loves her more than anything. He imagines 

that a heart has come near to him and Ryan is flying. He wants his life to be happy for that he believes in 

him. He wants his life to be meaningful. Yet he does not know him well. Without knowing him 

completely, he has done the heart transplant successfully. 

After the transplant, he suffers a lot by getting scary messages. There comes a girl and threatens him 

every time. He does not find any sense in it, but eventually finds that donor is a twenty-eight-year-old 

woman who has been killed for the heart transplant and now, he feels guilty for the thing that has 

happened. He wants everything to be changed and wants to bring his life meaningful. He asks the doctor 

for more details. Dr. Hobb asks him to say what has happened to him after the heart transplant and assures 

that he can help him only if he reveals everything to him. 
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Things have become worse. He sees a jewelry a gold heart pendent on a gold chain. “The gold heart 

revealed a single side, softly burnished. In his hand, dangling from the chain, the other side came into 

view. Two words, engraved: BE MINE” (198) is engraved in the chain.  By seeing all these strange things 

happening to him, he feels uncomfortable. After the successful heart transplant, all the time he seems to 

be tensed and unsecured. He lives in an absurd state that he even goes to the extent of meeting Samantha 

after a long gap of ten years. However, she is not ready to talk to him. Then they are walking together side 

by side. Ryan sees a young Asian woman standing twenty feet away from him. He notices that she is 

watching him and Samantha. So, he thinks that she is an admirer of Samantha‟s book.  

After a while, Ryan feels very hot that he wants to go home. At that moment he hears a voice saying 

“„Hello‟”, said a voice behind him. „Hello, Hello‟. He turned to discover the Asian woman with the 

bouquet of pale-pink lilies. She was in her twenties, petite, strikingly pretty, with long glossy black hair, 

not fully Asian but Eurasian, with celadon eyes” (224). The girl is standing with a bouquet of pale pink 

lilies. He asks her about Samantha and she tells that she knows her and tells about her talent. She talks to 

him nicely. She says that Ryan and Samantha have some problems between them that they can have some 

flowers. I cannot do anything more than this so keep these flowers she said. As he is going out, he cannot 

take it with him and so he rejects it but the girl thrusts them towards him. Finally, 

“He felt suddenly that he had been scorched, a line of fire searing along his left side. An 

instant later a sharper pain followed the hot shock of laceration and only then he saw the 

switchblade knife. As the lilies and the book dropped from Ryan‟s hands, the woman 

said, I can kill you at any time I want” (225). 

Later Ryan has heard her voice in memory and the voice has said that, “Your heart belongs to me” (229) 

and she stresses that she wants it back. Before that, while he is talking to her he even asks her what she 

wants from him. Because he knows that she is trying to get something from him, and understands that 

she needs something from him. He has a lot of money so that he thinks of giving it if she asks. The girl 

says that it is her precious heart and he wants it back. He asks for the help of Dr. Hobb to get him the 

donor‟s name and her photo, but he knows that it is under risk. It cannot be revealed. Yet for the request 

of Ryan and for his sake, he has arranged it quickly for him. Because Ryan is scared and absurd, and so 

the photo is mailed to him. He recognizes that it is none other than the twin sister of the Eurasian beauty 

Violet. 

Lily is the name of her twin who has been killed for transplant. Later there is a fight between the woman 

and Ryan. She says everything about all the incidents to Ryan and Ryan feels guilty of it. Eventually she 

shoots him six times and without looking back at him, she runs away leaving him to die. Now Ryan feels 

unreasonable for his meaningless life, and is unable to find what happens to him right now. His existence 

proves him to be a man of non-existence. His entire life turns to be ridiculous and absurd. Ryan thinks he 
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can live happily after the heart transplant but now everything turns upside down. There is another way of 

life which makes him suffer for the heart transplanted by Lily, the twenty-eight-year-old woman. 

Ryan has made his life a meaningless one at first because he undergoes sufferings for his heart problem.  

After that only he becomes unreasonable. Even he does not want Samantha to know the problem and he 

hides most of the things from her. It is fully meaningless because it is he who suffers and if he had 

revealed it, she would have accepted it earlier and could have sent him to treatment. 

At home, he suffers from breathing problem. He does not show it to anyone of his servants. His entire life 

becomes ridiculous. Ryan thinks of searching for the poison and goes without the knowledge of anyone 

especially Samantha. He goes to Rebecca‟s home and searches for poison but it makes no sense. Now 

Ryan thinks that there is no meaning of living because he even now does not know who has poisoned 

him. He arises many questions thinking who would have poisoned him. Fully, he thinks that nothing can 

change him and his mentality is fully of someone who has poisoned him. 

Now he realizes that the disease will kill him one day so that he cannot live his life, happily and contently. 

His thoughts have no meaning. But later only he comes to know that he can also survive through a heart 

transplant and can live his life and there will be meaningful in his life. The absurdity of human existence 

is the important result of the person who attempts to live a meaningful life. The purpose of living 

becomes indifferent and uncaring. It is in his hands that he should make out a life of satisfaction. No one 

can do it or make it better for him. It is he who has to make it better. He only makes things willingly 

absurd. Generally, people do accept the notion of absurdity because they do not reject the existence of 

God. Similarly, they cannot reject absurdity. Everyone will face situations and circumstances like which 

test and make them strong so that nothing can estrange or reject them completely. 

Heart candy chocolates and heart pendant make his life a meaningless one. It makes his life worse. Every 

situation hunts him in a way to faint him. After the heart transplant, he feels that he experiences an 

unworthy life. Though he is living his life, he feels like dying inside him because someone is trying to 

take away his heart from him and asks him continuously for his heart. 

Ryan is unreasonable for it as the reason behind the threat is Violet‟s twin sister‟s heart. Violet catches 

Ryan and asks him so many questions which make her feel calm. But Ryan is afraid of it.  He tries to 

please Violet not to harm him but she is indifferent to him. Ryan is unable to reason her because he does 

not know what Violet has been going through and what she is telling him is new to him. Ryan only knows 

that it is an accident. 

Violet also makes situations absurd, and makes Ryan‟s life a meaningless one just because Violet‟s twin 

sister‟s heart has been now transplanted to him. Violet is tracing him with all the efforts which make no 

sense. But at the same time, she wants to do all the mischief‟s to Ryan. Ryan is very much affected by 

Violet mentally and physically. Violet is targeting Ryan that all the ways she wants to torture him.   
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Dr. Hobb tells him an accident about a car crash and the head trauma has affected lily so that she cannot 

survive. So, her family donates her heart for Ryan. This is how his heart transplant has been arranged and 

the surgery takes place. These are the things that Ryan knows but they are actually not the facts. Bur 

finally, Ryan is blamed by all. Dr. Hobb is foolish enough to tell all the unpleasant things which make 

Ryan feel pleasant at those days and now he feels guilty for having taken such a decision in his life. 

In this paper, the conflicts of absurdity that have taken place in Ryan‟s life are elucidated in detail. At 

first, he is broken with something he too does not know what it would be but later it is a cardiac arrest a 

sudden change in him occurs and his entire life. However, in the beginning, he firmly believes that he is 

strong, healthy and fit. There is a personal trainer for him. Ryan is in shock when he faces every critical 

situation and sometimes even feels unreasonable in certain circumstances. 

While his heart rate increases, he feels like something will affect him or someone will catch him. He is all 

the time afraid of something. It is his foolishness that insists him to think that someone has poisoned him 

but no one has done anything to him. It is just his unconscious thought which makes his meaningful life 

into meaningless and he waste so many days, time and makes his whole life absurd. Even till the end of 

the novel, Ryan is unable to overcome his fear and leads the unhappiest life. He is always anxious that he 

even goes to the extent of thinking that someone has poisoned him. His life becomes absurd only because 

of him. If he is determinate to lead his life in a meaningful and happy way, he can make his life beautiful 

with happy memories. But he totally changed it absurd and his life has become colourless and heavy that 

he cannot continue his life further, though he has done heart transplant to live someone years. 
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